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Pregnancy Paper
Are you looking for a comfortable and inclusive way to start talking to your kids about sensitive family issues like
pregnancy, having a baby and conception? In Paper Doll Families, parenting advice and family communication authority
Cath Hakanson offers loving families anatomically correct paper dolls and cut-and-color activities that provide hours of
fun, while stimulating family conversations on difficult topics related to pregnancy, childbirth and sex education. In this
educational family activity book for kids and their parents, you will learn: How to use 10 different paper dolls and 50
accessories that include mother and father dolls, baby dolls, anatomically correct sex organs (including transgender and
cisgender representations), with multiple ethnicities, disabilities and ages, so all families feel comfortable and inspired to
expand views on inclusion and diversity How to use family paper dolls and other discussion aids to enable even shy
children to start talking about their feelings on any family issue A 'Note to the Reader' that explains the importance of
facilitating open and honest conversations about conception, pregnancy, birth and babies with your children. Paper doll
outfits and accessories can be used seamlessly with other paper doll activity books from Cath Hakanson Part super-fun
activity book for kids, part invaluable educational resource, Paper Doll Families is the perfect way to start cringe-free
conversations with your curious children about pregnancy, babies, diversity and human anatomy.
Measures 6x9 inches White Blank Paper, 120 pages Paperback. Soft cover design. Matte.(Not a sewn binding.) It can be
used as a notebook, for drawing or sketching.
Few experiences are more magical than creating a new life and watching it grow in your body. Pregnancy is also a time
of many physical and emotional transformations. A pregnant woman's life can be very exciting, disturbing and powerful.
After pregnancy, nothing is ever the same. Celebrate and commemorate this special time before your baby is born by
keeping a journal. We created our Pregnancy Journal to be: VERSATILE AND PERSONAL: A pregnancy journal is a
place to collect your thoughts, feelings and experiences during pregnancy. Record the moments that take your breath
away: the first kick, listening to your child's heartbeat or finding out the baby's gender! It will also serve as your checklist
for things you have to prepare before the baby comes out. The best part? This planner becomes a memory book to look
back on long after your "baby" is grown. It's the perfect journal to capture your pregnancy journey and a place to record
your bump and scan photos. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Keeping a diary while you're expecting can also assist you in
focusing on the pregnancy. Putting pen to paper after meticulously collecting your thoughts is extremely rewarding during
pregnancy. The best part about it is that you will always have a personal record of your pregnancy that you can later gift
to your kids as well.Simple and easy to use, the pages are ready and waiting to be filled. It contains: 80 pages for 40
weeks (2 page/week)Extra pages:1 name page1 journal page1 baby name ideas page4 to do list2 Things I have to
prepare A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so you can always look back on your
previous entries without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure
professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use. A perfect keepsake that you can always
look back into when your baby is all grown up. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We only used thick, white paper to avoid ink
bleed-through. The columns are clearly marked to make it easy to fill out and to cross reference. PERFECT SIZE- With
its 20.3 x 24.4 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but shorter in height, you can squeeze it into a bag
with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to
choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim to provide the best
writing experience with our notebooks. Use our Pregnancy Journal to write down your thoughts. By writing in a diary, you
can get rid of all your negative thoughts during your pregnancy and focus on creating memories that you will cherish
forever. Get a copy now!
Being pregnant is beautiful. It's such a blessed that God give you a miracle in your body and you must be so excited to
announce it to your loved ones. This Pregnancy Announcement Notebook can be used as a journal, travel notebook,
diary, business office notebook, school journal, daily planner or organizer, valentine or birthday gift, for mom to be, etc.
-Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" -120 pages -Softcover Bookbinding -Flexible Paperback
This irresistible pregnancy tracker assembles in minutes without scissors or glue and is as pretty to look at as it is fun to use. Enclosed in a
flat-pack envelope are two die-cut cards containing punch-out pieces that provide instant inspiration to moms-to-be and expecting families as
they mark important pregnancy milestones and count down the weeks until baby arrives.
Measures 6x9 inches White Lined Paper, 120 pages Paperback. Soft cover design. Matte.(Not a sewn binding.) It can be used as a
notebook, journal or composition book.

You are looking for a great notebook? Lucky you found us! This fashionable themed notebook leaves you all freedom in creating
every content you need and is a faithful companion in your everyday life. This individual design is rounded off by 120 pages of
cream-white colored paper and a beautiful matt premium cover. The notebook has been designed by independent designers who
you will support with every purchase. A great gift idea for the birthday of friends or as a gift for a special person. Also check out our
other journals, maybe you'll find another one that you like as well.
"Asthma in pregnant women may have adverse effects on maternal, fetal and infant outcomes, particularly if expectant mothers
experience an exacerbation of asthma while pregnant. Pregnancy, in turn, may have adverse effects on asthma control among
expectant mothers. This report outlines a proposed approach to monitoring asthma during pregnancy by capitalising on existing
data sources as well as identifying data development opportunities".
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